The Maji are the Magyar

This is where we get the word MAGIC from. The Hungarians have an ancient language designed to detect intruders, and designed to maintain secrecy. No one knows their history fully, it is cloaked in mystery and diversion. Here is a story of the language and the people you will not hear from them. But this possible explanation is worth discussion.
Someone tricked the Hungarians into thinking that the word “Hello” means goodbye. Nowhere in any English speaking place do English speaking people say “Hello” when they leave. In fact it sounds stupid to us. When we leave we often say “See Ya” short and slang from “See You Later”. The Hungarians say “Szia” (sounds like See Ya) when they enter a room.

My friends I from Canada call Hungary “Bizzaro Land” because everything is backwards. People say “See ya” when you come into the room and “Hello” when you leave.

Monty Python did a sketch about tricking the Hungarian with bad language books.
The Hungarian Language is designed to detect Intruders. So Pronunciation becomes very critical making it very difficult for any adult to learn the language. This makes them think very critically and often negatively. They have some very critical ways of thinking and talking here are some of them

Hungarian Language — savage it may be but of a beauty that has nothing human about it, with sonorities of another universe, powerful and corrosive, appropriate to prayer, to groans and to tears, risen out of hell to perpetuate its accent and its aura...words of nectar and cyanide.

(Emil Cioran)
You've got to love Hungarian!

Kő’ kő? – Do you need a stone? (slang)
Cső cső! – Hello pipe/tube!
Cső, cső! – Bye, bye! (slang)
Hét hét. – Seven weeks.
Légy légy! – (let you) Be a fly!
A követ követ követ. – The envoy is following a stone.
...azaz, az az az út. – ...that is, that is that road.

Te tettetted e tettetett tettek tettek tette, te!
– You pretended this pretended act, you, doer of pretended acts, you!

“Az igazi gáz, hogy az igazi gázig az igaz gáz.”
– And what really sucks is that until real deep shit, you’ll be the subject of truth.
~ Saiid (Akkezdet Phial)
You’ve got to love Hungarian!

egyedül – sole; only; mere
egyedül – alone; by oneself
egyedi – unique
egyed – individual
egy – one; a; some(one)
egyetem – university
egyetemen – at the university
egyetemben – along with; altogether
együtt – together; along with; altogether
együttlét – togetherness; coexistence
egyedüllet – loneliness; aloneness; privacy
egyedülálló – single; unique; incomparable; matchless

You’ve got to love Hungarian!
	
tengerfenék – seabed; bottom of the sea
	[Literally::: sea-ass]
	
hajóorr – front of the ship; bow
	[Literally::: ship-nose]

A hajó megfeneklett. – The ship foundered.
	[Literally::: The ship assed.]
the Hungarian Word: káröröm – the feeling of pleasure derived by seeing another’s misfortune

In the Hungarian Language Pronunciation is very Precise The Hungarian Language is designed to detect intruders. This makes the Hungarian very critical Perhaps too Critical. And they take pleasure in the embaressment pain and misfortune of others.
kidobni a vasmacskát =
to anchor
[Literally... to throw out the iron-cat]
Hungarian is such an easy language...
said no one...
ever.

WHEN YOU CAN
PRONOUNCE A WORD LIKE:
"MEGSZENTSÉGTLENÍTÉSHEZTELLENSÉGESKEDÉSEITEKÉRT"
AND YOU EVEN KNOW
WHAT IT MEANS.
YOU KNOW YOU’RE HUNGARIAN

The Hungarian Royal crown was first used in about 1000 AD

The cross got Bent in the 1700’s and No one wants to admit they broke it or pay to fix it
1. Hungarians don’t say “She’s jumping for joy.”

They say “Örül, mint majom a farkának.” (She’s as happy as a monkey about his tail.)

2. Hungarians don’t say “Bullshit!”

They say “Lófasz!” (Horse dick!)

3. Hungarians don’t ask little children “Why are you crying?”

They ask “Miért itatod az egereket?” (Why are you giving drinks to the mice?)
4. Hungarians don’t call you “useless.”

They say “Kevés vagy, mint mackósajtban a brummogás.” (You’re as little as the roaring in a Mackó cheese — this is a type of Hungarian cheese that has a small bear on its label.)
5. Hungarians don’t say “It’s not worth the effort.”

They say “Annyit ér, mint halottnak a csók.” (It’s worth as much as a kiss to a dead person.)

6. Hungarians don’t say “Far, far away.”

They say “Az Isten háta mögött.” (Behind God’s back.)

More like this How to piss off a Hungarian

7. Hungarian guys don’t say to one another “That chick is a 10.”

They say “Az egy bombanő.” (That’s a bomb woman.)
8. A Hungarian won’t say “Once a thief, always a thief.”
He’ll say “Kutyaból nem lesz szalonna.” (You can’t make bacon out of a dog.)

9. Hungarians won’t say he’s “naïve.”
They’ll say “Kenyérre lehet kenny.” (You can spread him on bread.)

10. Hungarians don’t call you “gay.”
They call you “meleg” (warm).
11. In Hungarian you don’t say “Cool!”

You say “Tök jó!” (Pumpkin good!), “Zsir!” (Fat!), or “Király!” (King!)
Instead of saying “Very Good” they say “Kurva Jó” which means Prostitute beautiful.
12. Hungarians don’t yell “Hey, you’re blocking my view!”

They yell “Apád nem voltüveges!” (Your dad wasn’t a glassmaker! As in, you’re not transparent, so get out of the way.)

13. Hungarians don’t say “When pigs fly!”

They say “Majd ha piros hó esik!” (When red snow falls!)

14. Hungarians don’t ask “What the fuck are you doing?”

They ask “Mi a faszomat csinálsz?” (What my dick are you doing?)
15. Hungarians have a lot of saying about their Penis, instead of saying “I’ve had it, I have had enough”, They say:

“tele van a faszom”, or “a fasz kivan” meaning “my dick is full / my dick's had it”

When Frustrated Hungarians say “a faszom belém”

Which means: “my dick into you”
16. Hungarians don’t say “It’s not as good as you think.”
They say “Nem kolbászból van a kerítés.” (The fence is not made from sausage.)

17. A Hungarian doesn’t say “You son of a bitch!”
He says “Te geci!” (You jizz!)

18. Hungarians don’t say “It’s all Greek to me.”
They say “Ez nekem kínai.” (It’s Chinese for me.)
Fát lehet vágni a hátamon

, fát lehet vágni a hátán

“you can cut wood on his back”

I've had it with you

vak is tyúk is talál szemet

Longest word in Hungarian =

Megszentségteleníthetetlenségeskedéseitekért

and even Hungarians are not sure what it means
"the Hungarian language sucks like no other"

Oscar Wilde

"To love oneself is the beginning of a lifelong romance"

- Oscar Wilde